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Physicians have long been re spected for their carefully weighed mature decisions on important clin ical problems. They weigh and critically evaluate the positive and nega 1 :ive data, draw on direct expe rience and that gleaned from the literature and reach a valid decision. In civic, intellectual, cultural and social fields their assistance and judgment are frequently sought.
In recent years there has ap peared a rather unique change in much of our medical literature. It formerly had been restricted to the scientific aspects of medicine, clin ical observation, the growing battery of diagnostic aids, computers et al and a broadening array of therapeu tic agents. But now the social and occasionally the moral aspects of therapeutic aids and prophylactic measures have entered the scene.
Much of this was initiated when so many were interviewed on the morality of the use of the atom bomb, and the subsequent develop ment of more violent weapons of massive destruction. Sports figures, war heroes, entertainers, mathema ticians came forward whh their sage and meaningful comments.
The social and moral aspects were merely mentioned in passing, but· with the growing governmental in fluence on medicine, these factors came more to the fore. The rapidly emerging field of organ transplants, now limited to the renal field, is loaded with these implied problems.
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The more prosaic fieldc tion control, usually , mental aid, artificial more legal freedom and sterilization and plications of situation: all being discussed practical secular sol1r human nature is the same now as it was then, stepping into the same mistakes.
In addition there are many other violations of rules of sound dis course called fallacies. The ones most commonly encountered include appeal to popular passion in order to make a point. This is currently being utilized freely in the drive for legalizing abortions in several states. Arguments aimed primarily at pity, appealing to sympathy rather than to reason to make a point is another popular fallacy. This was well exem plified in all the press coverage of the woman who traveled to Europe for a therapeutic abortion because of the ingestion uf a drug during pregnancy that t•i�hl result in a congenital abnor, 1nlity.
Another comm ,, dy ('mplo yed de vice is begging tht i 1 ucslion, assum ing in the premise pf a -Iiscussion the very conclusion thnt rcguires real proof.
So the cold critical liglit of total objectivity must be utilized tn rrcr erly criticize the social and r-�c;·'.'.' aspects of medical problems jus· '. F it functions in scientifa me. cU , Basic information, usage of -: data in arriving at conclusion. a knowledge of common fallacic · all checked for a com 1 . ,reh,,·· evaluation.
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